Nordic securities lending feels Fingerprint slump

Wednesday, September 27th, 2017

**Shares in most lucrative European special of 2016, Fingerprint Cards, have cratered since the start of the year which has drastically impacted revenues derived from lending out Nordic equities**

- Fingerprint Cards revenues down by over $115m ytd as share price plummet
- Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish securities lending revenue down by 38% yoy
- Fingerprint Cards windfall helped gloss over a disappointing 2016 for Nordic securities lending

The increasing reliance on specials has ensured that securities lending revenues are ever more volatile due to the nature of the shares which see the most demand from short sellers. These bearish investors have correctly called some of the largest share price implosions of recent times, but these successful high conviction short campaigns, which make up a large part of the current crop of specials, are often followed by a drying up of the revenues derived from facilitating these trades. Even if short sellers remain willing to pay a premium to keep their positions open, the dwindling market value of their most successful short targets ensures that lenders on the other side of the trade have a much smaller asset base from which to derive revenues. The irony shouldn’t be lost to the securities lending industry as these fluctuations can be large enough to materially impact the revenue dynamics of entire countries or regions.

Perhaps the most flagrant example of this phenomenon is Swedish biometric technology developer Fingerprint Cards. The increasing adoption of fingerprint sensing by phone manufacturers made Fingerprint shares the darling of the market over 2015 as they rose by over 1,500%. This love affair wasn’t to last however and short sellers started smelling blood in the opening months of last year. Shorts were extremely confident in their Fingerprint trade as they were willing to pay 40% for much of last year. This commitment was ultimately vindicated as a slew of earnings setbacks have since knocked over 80% from the value of Fingerprint shares from their recent highs.
Although demand to borrow shares in Fingerprint Cards, and the associated fee, is as high as at any time over the last 18 months, their falling value means that the current notional now out on loan only represents $160m, roughly a quarter of the $570m high reached late last year. Fees generated by this practice have fallen by a similar measure as lenders have only managed to earn roughly $28m out of this stock since the start of the year, a fifth of the tally generated by the same practice at the same point last year.

These revenues are being felt across the region as the aggregate Nordic securities lending revenues, those derived from lending Danish, Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish equities, are down by a massive 38% YTD from where they stood at the end of last September. Furthermore, there appears to be little hope of the industry being able to claw back any of this lost ground in the coming three months as the fourth quarter of last year was the most lucrative month for Fingerprint Card lenders.
The revenue boon delivered by Fingerprint also allowed the industry to gloss over a pretty disappointing year for the region as the revenue derived from the remaining Nordic equities, which makes up over 99% of the region’s inventory, fell by 8% over 2016. Revenues from non-Fingerprint Cards loans have continued to slide in 2017 and the revenue tally from these loans is 25% behind last year’s total due to both shrinking fees and falling balances.

Beneficial owners looking to grab a share of this dwindling revenue pie will have to contend with many more lenders as the average value of all Nordic equities in lending programs has climbed by a third since the start of the year to $260bn. These surging inventory levels will ensure that return to lendable across the region will likely be around quarter lower than healthy 23bps delivered over 2016.
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